
Messiaen’s Trois Petites Liturgies; Chicago Symphony Orchestra/Ludovic Morlot 

“Daniel Schlosberg played the daunting piano part splendidly.” 

-John von Rhein, Chicago Tribune 

“…a prominent, challenging piano part, played here with great fire and conviction by Daniel Schlosberg in a notable CSO debut.” 

-Lawrence A. Johnson, Chicago Classical Review 

Tim Smith on the Baltimore Sun Arts Blog 

“[He] was a model accompanist, bringing out the remarkable richness of the piano writing."  

Gramophone Magazine, feature article on Augusta Read Thomas by Richard Whitehouse 

“…Assuredly an orchestral showpiece with substance, it gets an account of unstinting panache by the Chicago Symphony 

Orchestra…directed by Pierre Boulez, who has been a consistent advocate of Thomas’s work during recent years. Starlight 

Ribbons, (2013) is her most extended piece for solo piano, and one amounting to what might be termed a rhapsody, in which a 

wealth of illusions (though never quotations, as such) to other composers have been integrated, by dint of her resourceful and 

idiomatic writing for the instrument, not least as realized here by Daniel Schlosberg.” 

All Korngold concert at the Embassy of Austria – full review from Washington Post 

Austrian composer Erich Wolfgang Korngold died 50 years ago. The 

round-numbered anniversary has generated commemorative concerts across 

the country, including one Friday night at the Austrian Embassy, which 

paired Korngold with his compatriot Ernst Krenek. 

 

Reuniting these two contemporary yet contrary composers was the 

brainchild of young pianist Daniel Schlosberg, a Korngold enthusiast 

who brought both passion and intellect to his performance of the 

nearly forgotten Piano Sonata No. 2. 

 

The 30-minute sonata is a tremendous creation, considering Korngold 

was all of 13 when he wrote it in 1910. It's brimming with ideas, 

perhaps too many. For all its complex harmonies, heroic octaves, 

smoldering wisps of melody and restless rhythms, the composition 

ultimately feels forced -- like a 13-year-old trying to act 30. The 

rumbling Largo seems racked with pain, but one wonders how much pain 

such a wunderkind can really have known. 

 

Songs by Korngold were also on display, sung by the warm-voiced 

baritone Ryan de Ryke. He found vivid drama in visually oriented songs 

such as the "Night Wanderer," with its eerie ride. His voice is still 

young, and it showed in the technically challenging Op. 18 songs. 

Refinements of diction, phrasing and coloration will undoubtedly come. 

 

 

While Korngold found fame composing melodic film scores in Hollywood, 

Krenek composed in myriad styles, embracing the thorny serialist 

method. But Schlosberg and de Ryke focused on Krenek's lyrical side 

with a set of well-built songs (Op. 56) from 1927, cast firmly in the 

German lieder tradition, with animated piano parts. 

 

It was a smartly programmed evening, which presented the more 

experimental, Krenek side of Korngold and the sweeter, Korngold side 

of Krenek. 

 

--Tom Huizenga 


